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EMERGENCY
GRANTS

ABOUT EMERGENCY GRANTS

IN THE PANDEMIC

EQUITABLE DESIGN

HOW HEERF CAN HELP

Emergency grants are direct aid to students that cover the cost of
temporary financial need resulting from an emergency situation that can
derail progress toward course completion and graduation. Providing one-
time grants for students experiencing hardships like loss of housing,
disruptions in childcare or transportation, or unforeseen medical bills has
proven to be a highly effective strategy to keep these students enrolled.
Institutions that have robust, quick-response emergency grant

programs are more student-ready because they anticipate students’

financial challenges and prevent those challenges from halting

progress toward their goals.

The COVID-19 pandemic caused severe, widespread economic hardship. These
hardships were disproportionately felt by Black and Latinx Americans and those
who did not hold a college degree, including current college students. HEERF’s
direct student funding can cover any educational costs, and therefore can be a
valuable source of funding for a grant program that addresses temporary
financial emergencies.

Use these tactics to design an equitable and effective emergency grant program:

Create a streamlined application that serves as documentation of
need so that funds can be distributed when students need them
Establish a clear evaluation rubric, and provide professional equity
training, to avoid bias in the selection process
Develop and deploy a strategic, student-focused marketing plan
to ensure equitable awareness about the program

Create an emergency grant fund to provide students with aid
Add internal or external capacity to design an equitable application, rubric,
and marketing materials
Secure equity training for program personnel

Use HEERF to fund these activities:
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